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Land Acknowledgment
Willow-Witt Ranch is located on Shasta, Upland Takelma, Latgawa and 

Athabaskan indigenous homelands. At the end of the Rogue River Wars in 1856, 
these Tribes and many others in western Oregon were forcibly removed to the 
Siletz Reservation and the Grand Ronde Reservation. Today, the Confederated 

Tribes of Grand Ronde Community of Oregon and the Confederated Tribes 
of Siletz Indians are living descendants of the Takelma, Shasta, Latgawa and 

Athabaskan peoples of this area. These indigenous communities are the past, 
present and future caretakers of this land.

The Forest’s foundational mission is to connect our community to the land 
around us. We want to acknowledge that this land was not given to us, 

but taken from others. 

Let this land acknowledgment be a call to action!

The Crest at Willow-Witt is an educational non-profit based at Willow-Witt 
Ranch. The Crest is a proud partner of the SOESD Indian Education Program. 

We are working closely to incorporate native youth into our education and 
volunteer programs, and to further align our mission with the history, legacy 

and vision of local indigenous communities.

Please support the Native American Student Unions at your local school or 
donate to the Southern Oregon Educational Service District Indian Education 

program by mailing a check to:

SOESD – Indian Education
101 N Grape Street
Medford, OR 97501

Welcome,

It is our pleasure to be of service to you and our community by offering a 
dedicated natural burial ground. We are grateful to many who have guided, 
assisted, and encouraged us in the creation of The Forest Conservation Burial 
Ground. This land is special to each of us, and to many of you, and it is an 
honor to provide a space that reconnects our experience of life and death 
with land conservation.

We believe that all life and death are sacred, and our desire is to support 
you in laying your loved ones to rest in the earth in ways that are meaningful 
to you. 

While the burial ground is clearly a place for burial, it is as much a place to 
conduct life-affirming activities — rituals and ceremonies that acknowledge 
the cycle of seasons and life’s milestones. Our desire is for the  burial ground 
to be a gathering place for all of life.

Thank you for considering green burial as a way to give back to the earth. We 
invite you to join us as we endeavor to embrace life and death in the beauty 
of the natural world. We invite you come visit for a guided tour, to bring your 
friends and family to a special event, and to spread the word that truly green 
burials are now an option here in Southern Oregon.

With gratitude and peace,

Suzanne Willow & Lanita Witt
Owners

Mary Ann Perry
Sexton
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“I find myself smiling when looking at the pictures. It’s 
wonderful to have such positive memories of his burial. 
I feel very privileged, blessed really, to have found such 

a beautiful and healing place to lay him to rest.”

Why a natural burial ground?
Our mission is to provide a space to reconnect our experience of 
life and death with land conservation. The natural (‘green’) burial 
movement began in the 1990’s and has gained popularity and 
momentum as more people contemplate their relationship to the 
earth and how their choices at death affect the natural environment 
and climate change. It is important to note that green burial is not 
new by any means. Jewish and Muslim people have always been 
buried in this way, as have many other peoples around the globe.

In natural burial, the body is buried 3-4 feet deep, in the active soil 
zone; all soil removed from the grave is returned, in the strata from 
which it originated, to maintain and support the complex web that is 
healthy soil.

Bodies are buried in fully biodegradable shrouds or unfinished 
native-wood caskets, without the use of embalming, concrete, metal, 
or plastic. Green burial returns the body’s carbon and other minerals 
to the earth without energy-intensive incineration. Cremated remains 
and human compost in biodegradable containers can also be buried 
or scattered at The Forest. 

Green burial simply makes sense here. Life is vibrant and the 
seasons pass amid mature conifers, oaks, native shrubs, grasses, and 
wildflowers. Burial sites overlook meadows and seasonal wetlands. 
Paths wind through the cemetery, inviting us to pause, listen to the 
wind in the trees, watch the birds, and spend time in nature.

The Forest Conservation Burial Ground welcomes interment 
ceremonies and visits to gravesites by loved ones for years and 
generations to come. This is a place to observe and honor the 
seasons of nature, life and death, including the grief that connects 
them all.



History of Willow-Witt Ranch
The high-country ranch in southern Oregon’s Cascades appeared deserted 
when Suzanne Willow, Lanita Witt and their daughter Brooke first saw it, 
covered in 4 feet of snow, in December 1984. They discovered it was for 
sale…and 10 times the acreage they were seeking. They purchased the 445-
acre ranch at 5000’ elevation in January 1985 and have worked to restore 
forests, wetlands and wildlife habitat, while farming organically in this unique 
ecosystem.

From the beginning, the family planned to conserve and protect the land 
they loved, and Lanita and Suzanne planned to be buried here; an easy step 
for family-owned property. Over the years they buried dogs, cats, goats, two 
horses and occasional chickens in the farm yard and gardens. They chose 
final resting sites for themselves.

Elsewhere in the Rogue Valley, Pat Gordon had found her own forested 
nirvana and, like Willow and Witt, had planned to be buried on the land she 
loved. When an unexpected land sale excluded this option, Pat approached 
Lanita and Suzanne about the possibility of being buried on their property. 
It happened that they had been simultaneously exploring development of a 
cemetery as a path for conservation. 

The Forest Conservation Burial Ground on Willow-Witt Ranch near Ashland, 
Oregon was approved in 2020 by Jackson County and licensed by the 
Oregon Mortuary and Cemetery Board as Oregon’s dedicated ‘natural burial’ 
cemetery, and is seeking certification by the Green Burial Council as a Natural 
Burial Ground.

The Forest has been developed to conserve the lands of Willow-Witt Ranch, a 
private in-holding in the Cascade-Siskiyou National Monument. Conservation 
of this unique natural landscape is enhanced by the minimal development 
needed for natural burials. Long term covenants and deed restrictions ensure 
that conservation values for the entire property are retained.

Willow and Witt formed an educational nonprofit in 2017, The Crest at Willow-
Witt, to offer outdoor school, camps, and programs for all ages to study the 
interconnections between humans and the natural world, beginning with the 
first people to live on this land thousands of years ago. They see The Forest as 
an extension of this connection and another way of caring for the land.
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TRAVELING TO THE RANCH:
• The drive is a transition from the 

rest of the world to this special 
place, time and event. You may 
wish to drive with your loved one’s 
body and have friends and family 
follow or you may coordinate with a 
funeral home and follow the hearse.

• Carpooling is encouraged; parking 
is limited.

• Follow directions on our website. 
Most GPS and navigation apps are 
incorrect.

• AWD/4WD is advised in winter.

UPON ARRIVAL:
• Family and friends will gather near 

the parking area. Cemetery staff  
will welcome visitors.

• Family and friends are invited to 
carry their loved one to the gravesite.

• The casketed or shrouded body 
is placed above the grave for 
the service or ceremony. The 
ceremony is completely up to the family. We encourage acknowledging 
each significant transition of the body throughout the burial process in some 
way, such as having a moment of silence before lowering the body. Live or 
recorded music is welcome.

• When ready, cemetery staff will assist family and friends in lowering their 
loved one into the earth and closing the grave. The grave may be adorned 
(biodegradable materials only) as the group chooses.

BEING PREPARED:
• Wear comfortable walking shoes. You will be walking in a natural forest.

• Dress appropriately and comfortably. The cemetery is at 5000’ elevation, 
expect ~15 degrees cooler than the town of Ashland.

• There are no restrooms in the burial ground area. A portable toilet is available.

• Bring water.

What to Expect During a  
Green Burial at The Forest

http://The Forest Conservation Burial Ground
http://The Crest at Willow Witt
https://theforestconservationburial.org/contact/directions-map/


A hearse at The Forest Closing the grave

Gravesite gathering

Pallbearers
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Code of Conduct 
1. We welcome you to picnic, hike, watch birds, or sit and relax. 

2. No smoking, vaping, fires, candles, or open flames are permitted.

3. The Forest Conservation Burial Ground and Forest Pet Cemetery 
are open daily from dawn to dusk. Willow-Witt Ranch and the farm 
store are open daily from 11am-5pm.

4. No dogs allowed; livestock guardian dogs protect the livestock 
from predators and do not tolerate other dogs.

5. Leave only natural, biodegradable materials at grave sites. No 
planting is allowed.

6. No motorized vehicles.

7. Please do not disturb plants or stones.

8. Do not feed wildlife. Hunting and fishing are prohibited.

9. Camping is allowed only in the Willow-Witt Ranch campground 
(by reservation only).

10. Park only in designated parking areas.

11. Pack out your trash, recycling, and food scraps.

https://willowwittranch.com/farm-stays/camping
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ARE HEADSTONES ALLOWED?
Stone markers are not required at The Forest. If desired, a stone native to 
Willow-Witt Ranch can be purchased (it’s an ancient volcano…we have lots of 
beautiful stones), engraved and set once the soil has settled. See Rules and 
Regulations on page 9 for details on what is allowed.

CAN A TREE BE PLANTED ON THE GRAVE?

The Forest Burial Ground has been developed in an existing conifer and 
oak forest with abundant mature and replacement trees, native shrubs, 
grasses, and wildflowers. Burials are placed among and around existing trees 
and plants; for this reason, trees or shrubs may not be planted on graves. 
Memorial native trees, shrubs, grasses and wildflowers permitted by The 
Forest can be purchased and will be planted in areas that best serve the 
overall ecology. Other memorial options are also available, such as benches 
and plaques on memorial stone walls. See Price List on page 15 for details.

WILL THE BURIAL GROUND BE HERE FOREVER?

Yes, this land will be a cemetery forever. Funds from plot sales are invested 
in an endowment care fund to ensure the perpetual care of the grounds, 
including access. The land is owned privately and is being transitioned 
into a perpetual purpose trust to ensure the future care, protection, and 
conservation of the entire property.

HOW SHOULD WE PREPARE THE BODY FOR BURIAL?

Please ensure that all materials buried with the body are biodegradable, 
including the shroud or burial container. For information on bathing and 
dressing your loved one’s body on your own, visit the National Home Funeral 
Alliance website. You may also hire a funeral home to prepare the body.

WHAT DO I  DO WHEN MY LOVED ONE IS NEARING DEATH/DYING? 
WHAT DOES MY FAMILY NEED TO KNOW/DO WHEN I  DIE?
When you know that death is pending or imminent, please contact us. If you 
plan to hire a funeral home for body preparation or transportation, contact 
them as well. If you will be caring for your loved one’s body at home, visit 
www.oregonfuneral.org for instruction.

DO WE NEED TO USE A FUNERAL HOME?

No, in Oregon you do not need to use a funeral home. For information on 
handling after-death care and transportation, visit www.oregonfuneral.org. 

Frequently Asked Questions
HOW WILL MY LOVED ONE’S BODY GET TO THE BURIAL GROUND?

If a disposition/transportation permit is obtained, a family can transport their 
loved one in a private vehicle to the burial ground. You may also hire a funeral 
home to provide transportation.

WHAT ABOUT THE SNOW IN WINTER?

All-wheel and 4-wheel drive vehicles may be necessary throughout the 
winter. We are able to remove snow for burials and gravesite access. The 
ground does not freeze deeply, so hand-digging the graves is always 
possible; we charge additional fees in the event of heavy snow. There may 
be occasions when the body would need to remain at home on dry ice, or in 
funeral home refrigeration until the gravesite is accessible. We will work this 
through together.

WHO WILL LEAD THE GRAVESIDE CEREMONY?

We invite families to create/officiate their own ceremony, or to plan with an 
officiant or religious/spiritual leader of their choice. The graveside ceremony 
is an opportunity to honor the deceased in ways that are most meaningful to 
the bereaved. Please ask if you would like ideas to get started with planning.

CAN WE HAVE A RECEPTION AT THE BURIAL GROUND?
Yes, receptions can be arranged at the burial ground. We rent tables and 
chairs for an outdoor gathering, or the Meadow House, if available, may be 
rented for an indoor gathering. Current Health Department precautions in 
relation to COVID-19 must be followed for gatherings.

CAN WE PARTICIPATE IN THE BURIAL PROCESS?
Yes. This is part of what makes green burial at The Forest special. Each burial 
is unique; some families wish to participate in the process while others 
prefer to witness. Family members and friends are invited to participate in 
all aspects of the burial: digging and decorating the grave, carrying and 
lowering the body, and closing the grave. We invite those who can to engage 
at their comfort level with the meaningful work of closing the grave.

HOW CAN WE FIND THE GRAVE IN THE FUTURE?
Please contact us and we will support you in finding your loved one’s grave. 
Each grave is marked with a bronze survey marker with the deceased’s name, 
birth date and date of death.

https://www.homefuneralalliance.org/
https://www.homefuneralalliance.org/
http://www.oregonfuneral.org
http://www.oregonfuneral.org
https://willowwittranch.com/farm-stays/meadow-house
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Frequently Asked Questions (cont’d)

CAN WE RESERVE NEARBY PLOTS FOR OTHER FAMILY MEMBERS?

Before or at the time of a first family interment, additional adjacent plots may 
be selected and reserved with the assistance of the Sexton. Those nearby 
sites can be reserved for up to six months awaiting full payment for purchase 
of Interment Rights.

CAN WE HAVE FAMILY GATHERINGS AT THE BURIAL GROUND AT 
OTHER TIMES?

The burial ground is open from dawn to dusk every day. Please contact us if 
you would like to have a gathering of more than 5 people.

DO WE NEED A CASKET?

Biodegradable shrouds and caskets are allowed for burial at The Forest. 
Please see page 10 for details.

WHAT IF WE CHANGE OUR MIND AFTER PURCHASING A PLOT?

A purchaser may cancel the Advance Need Purchase Agreement at any time 
up to the 5th calendar day after the date of the initial transaction. After this 
day, the purchaser may sell the plot back to The Forest at 50% of its value, 
donate the plot back, or sell the plot themselves. Fees and permission apply.

Select Rules and Regulations
INTERMENTS

Only natural burials of bodies in biodegradable shrouds or containers 
are offered at The Forest Conservation Burial Ground. We do not accept 
embalmed bodies. Interment or scattering of cremated remains and human 
compost is also an option. Disinterment is only allowed with a court order.

GRAVE MARKERS

All graves are marked with a bronze survey marker listing name, birth date, 
and death date. Families will also be provided with GPS coordinates of the 
grave. Stone markers are optional and may not exceed 6 inches in height 
once installed. Only stones found on the grounds of Willow-Witt Ranch will 
be allowed as engraved markers. 

ACCESS

The cemetery is open to visitors daily from dawn to dusk. Please contact 
cemetery staff if you would like a guided visit or help in locating a grave. No 
dogs are allowed on the ranch grounds.

TAKE CARE OF THE BURIAL GROUND

Please leave no trace. All nonbiodegradable materials left in the cemetery 
will be removed. Do not alter the cemetery in any way by moving rocks or 
benches, constructing plot borders, installing plants, or removing any plant. 
The following are prohibited on the entire ranch property: smoking, vaping, 
or use of any flammable material.

PERPETUAL CARE

Perpetual care of the cemetery is ensured by investment in the Endowment 
Care Fund. The interest generated from this investment is used to maintain 
access to the burial ground and for infrastructure and maintenance needs.

Reinforcing the vital connection 
between people and  

the natural world. 



A burial with an unfinished wood casket
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A Burial Container is any rigid material containing a body. For those who 
wish for their loved one to be buried in a container, with or without a shroud, 
these are the requirements and options:

• Container must be biodegradable, such as an unfinished wooden casket 
(no metal, plastic, or toxic glues) or a cardboard casket.

• Native, sustainably-produced wicker, willow, or reed containers are also 
permitted.

• Containers should be made from untreated, sustainably-produced, 
biodegradable materials.

• Families may build their own burial container, but no plywood or 
pressboard is allowed.

• A cardboard casket may be purchased from a funeral home and decorated 
by the family.

• Covering, linings and any clothes on the body must be made of all-natural 
fibers, as should the clothing of the deceased.

• No imported caskets are allowed, nor are exotic hardwoods, plastics, 
metals, or concrete.

Please share your questions regarding shrouds and 
burial containers with cemetery staff. The Forest may 
have caskets made from wood sustainably harvested 
on site available for purchase. 

Shrouds and Burial Containers
Shroud n. 1: burial garment; 2: shelter, protection;  
3: something that covers, screens, or guards

As the dictionary indicates, a shroud can serve a number of purposes. Still, 
at The Forest we’d like to suggest that you consider an additional purpose 
as you determine what you’d like your body, or a loved one’s body, to be 
wrapped in after death. 

A SHROUD MAY ALSO CONNECT DEATH WITH A PARTICULAR LIFE AS 
IT WAS LIVED

A shroud can reflect connections to one’s family and those left behind. It can 
be a reminder of an interest, a style, a value of the deceased. It can signify 
a memorable achievement or identity during life. To that end, please give 
some thought to what you, or your loved one, have valued in life and consider 
whether there is a textile you associate with those values. For example, a 
tablecloth might bring to mind dedication to family and participation in 
holiday gatherings. Bed linens, including quilts, bedspreads or blankets, 
might carry memories of ancestors, hospitality, home life, or tastes. Motifs on 
textiles (prints, embroidery, drawings) might capture memories of our wishes 
for the deceased. A textile in a favorite color could be meaningful. 

A king-size piece of material is needed to fully cover most bodies. If your 
shroud choice is not this size, you can use a sheet for shrouding and lay 
another fabric over the top.

The Forest sells antique linens that have been repurposed as burial shrouds. 
They have been laundered, pressed and packaged for storage or immediate 
use. They vary in size and style, and have slight imperfections reflecting their 
original use.



Directions
The Forest Conservation Burial Ground

658 Shale City Road
Ashland, OR 97520

From Interstate 5, take exit #14, Hwy 66. Drive east 1 mile, turn left on Dead 
Indian Memorial Road and continue 6.6 miles. Turn left on Shale City Road, a 
paved Bureau of Land Management road, just after a large powerline crosses 
Dead Indian Memorial Road. Shale City Rd is a loop … take this end, marked 
by: “Grizzly Peak Trail,” a sign for our Farm Store, and a mailbox tower. 

Follow Shale City Road (you are now on public forest land) 3.2 miles. You will 
cross two cattle guards and a well-graveled road on your left with a “Grizzly 
Peak Trailhead” sign. Continue on Shale City Rd 50 yards further, and turn 
right at our driveway, which has a sign. Follow it 3/4 mile to the Farm. Watch 
for the “Family Forest” and “Watershed Friendly Steward” signs at our entry 
gate. If the electric gate is closed, the keypad will have instructions for 
opening.
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Map

M A P  C O M I N G  S O O N !

Young pallberers carefully cross the snow
Grave marker with name, birth date, and 
death date.

A recent grave after a light snow. This is a 
Select plot.
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Pricing
INTERMENT RIGHT AMOUNT

Selected Interment Right: Whole Body, Pre-arrangement         
(includes Endowment Care*)

$3600.00

Vista Interment Right: Whole Body, Pre-arrangement              
(includes Endowment Care*)

$4600.00

Interment Right: Cremated Remains             
(includes Endowment Care*)             

$1800.00

Second Right of Interment: Cremated Remains $750.00

Scattering of Cremated Remains $500.00

REQUIRED SERVICES

At-Need Purchase (plus cost of Interment Right)                    
(includes Endowment Care*)

$400.00

Interment Fee (Opening and Closing): Whole Body $1800.00

Interment Fee (Opening and Closing): Cremated Remains $600.00

Recording Fee $150.00

Interment, Special Days or Circumstances

Snow or Frozen Conditions $300.00

After Standard Hours, Saturday, Sunday, or Holidays

Whole Body Interment $500.00

Cremated Remains Interment or Scattering $250.00

MEMORIALS AMOUNT

Memorial Stone Purchase  $100.00

Memorial Stone Engraving and Placement $500.00

Other Memorial:  Wall Plaque $1000.00

Other Memorial: Tree Dedication      $1500.00

Other Memorial: Bench Dedication $2000.00

Other Memorial variable

OPTIONAL SERVICES

Graveside Set-Up Rental  
(Includes up to 30 chairs, table(s), and canopy as needed)

$300.00

Transfer of Interment Right $150.00

Duplicate Copy of Interment Right $100.00

 
*Endowment care (15% of Interment Right purchase)  

will be deposited into an Endowment Care Fund.

We offer a Community Support Fund to promote equitable access to at-need burials 
at The Forest. Family members and friends may choose to honor their loved one with a 

donation to the fund in lieu of flowers. Please inquire about contributing to or  
making use of this fund. See page 17 for more information.

This facility is licensed and regulated by the  
Oregon Mortuary and Cemetery Board (971) 673-1500.

Prices are subject to change without notice.  
Payment by check or cash is preferred.  

Credit cards are accepted with a 3% transaction fee.

R E V I S E D  A U G U S T  2 0 2 2 R E V I S E D  A U G U S T  2 0 2 2
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Pricing Explained
THE COST OF BURYING A WHOLE BODY

The basic cost, if arranged in advance of death, ranges from $5,550 to $6,550.
This includes: Purchase of the Interment Right to the 5’ x 10’ plot, the services 
of our sexton in arranging and facilitating the burial, the cost of opening and 
closing the grave, a permanent survey-type marker, and the fee for recording 
the burial. This affords an opportunity to prepare burial plans and interact 
with surviving family in advance. 

The basic cost, if arranged at the time of death, ranges from $5,950 to $6,950. 
This includes the same elements as above, but more work is required to 
arrange burial details at the time of need. 

THE COST OF BURYING CREMATED REMAINS OR HUMAN COMPOST

The basic cost, in a separate 2.5’ x 2.5’ plot, is $2,400.
The basic cost for burial in a plot with a Whole Body (Second Right of 
Interment) is $1,350.

ARE THERE ANY PRICE BREAKS?

Yes, sales of interment plots for Whole Body, cremated remains, or human 
compost paid in full at the time of purchase in advance of need are 
discounted 5%. 

CAN BURIAL COSTS BE PAID GRADUALLY INSTEAD OF ALL AT ONCE?
Yes, we offer plans for monthly payments over a 2- or 3-year period with no 
penalty for early payment. Interest rates apply.

ARE THERE ANY OTHER NECESSARY COSTS?

You will need to procure or purchase a shroud or burial container. 
Everything else is optional and at your discretion. We can advise you about 
biodegradable options. We sell vintage linen shrouds. 

R E V I S E D  A U G U S T  2 0 2 2

Payment Plan Options
Pre-planning your burial can be a gift to your loved ones and a huge relief for 
you today. You have options when pre-planning for a natural burial at The Forest.

We are committed to promoting equitable access to natural burial; this is 
why we are pleased to offer payment plan options. If paying for an interment 
right in full is an option, you will receive a 5% discount at the time of purchase. 
If a payment plan is the better choice, you can choose to finance either the 
interment right, the open/closing/recording fee, or any pre-need services or 
merchandise. You can also finance all of these together. 

If purchasing an interment right, a deposit of $540 (Select plot) or $690 (Vista 
plot) is required. This is the amount we contribute upfront to the Endowment 
Care Fund to provide for care of the burial ground in perpetuity. 

After the initial deposit, you can choose a 2- or 3-year payment option. Depending 
upon the purchases or services you choose to finance, monthly payments will 
range from less than $100/month to approximately $200/month. Interest rates 
apply. Please contact us to discuss the options that work best for you. 

Community Support Fund
Our Community Support Fund (CSF) was established to promote equitable 
access to natural burial and is generated from generous contributions from 
community members, organizations and loved ones of those interred here. 

Important details: 

• This fund is offered for those who may not be able to afford natural 
burial. Funds are limited and granted on a first-come, first-served basis 
for at-need burial. If pre-planning a burial, please see Payment Plan 
Options above. 

• The fund does not cover Interment or Recording Fees. These are direct 
and immediate costs of burial and must be paid in full before burial. 

• The overhead cost for purchase of a Select Interment Right is $2,415 
(includes 15% Endowment Care contribution). Applicants are 
encouraged to cover some portion of this cost.

Please contact us if you would like to contribute to this fund (note: donations 
are not tax-deductible) or if you would like to apply to use these funds for an 
at-need burial.
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Funeral Services
Families may choose to hire a funeral home to file the death certificate, 
prepare, refrigerate, and/or transport the body or may choose to take care 
of these tasks on their own. The following funeral service providers have 
assisted in burials at The Forest: 

Litwiller-Simonsen
1811 Ashland Street
Ashland, OR 97520
541-482-2816

Memory Gardens
1395 Arnold Lane
Medford, OR 97501
541-773-7338

Rogue Valley Funeral Alternatives
558 Business Park Drive
Medord, OR 97504
541-770-6505

Funeral Officiants & Celebrants
We invite families to conduct rituals or ceremony as they see fit. You are 
welcome to lead your own service or to engage someone from your church or 
spiritual community. 

If you are an officiant or a celebrant and would like to be listed as available to 
lead services at The Forest, please contact us.
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